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Introduction 
ESG and impact within the private markets have been a growing and increasingly important topic over the last several years. 
Today, we believe we’re at an inflection point;  there are many tailwinds in the broader market and the “stars” are beginning 
to align to create an opportunity-rich investment environment. In particular, governments around the world are increasingly 
implementing legislation within their respective countries to address climate change. More corporations, employees, and 
consumers are valuing sustainable and impact-driven brands. Furthermore, investors within the private markets have become 
more focused on ESG and impact strategies, and fewer believe there’s a tradeoff between financial return and impact. Lastly, 
Wilshire has witnessed a growing universe of impact funds within the private markets and believes this is an opportune time 
for investors to consider committing to this segment of the market. 

Government Support 
Government and legislative support regarding climate change have made strong progress over the last decade, and the recent 
passing of the United States Inflation Reduction Act (“IRA”) in 2022 is a massive step forward for reducing global greenhouse 
gas (“GHG”) emissions. In 2015, The Paris Agreement spearheaded a shift by 196 governments around the world to address 
climate change, with a net zero carbon emission target of 2050. This was supported by the European Green Deal in 2020, which 
targets at least a 55% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 by allocating one-third of the €1.8 trillion 
NextGenerationEU Recover Plan (for COVID-19) budget towards decarbonization through the creation of new renewable 
technologies across several sectors. In August 2022, the United States signed the Inflation Reduction Act into law, making it 
the largest federal and global clean energy initiative to date.  IRA is committing $369 billion to energy security and climate 
reform. Through the use of Production Tax Credits (“PTC”) and Investment Tax Credits (“ITC”), the Inflation Reduction Act 
provides 10 years of visibility to companies and investors regarding how their investment in the energy transition will be 
supported by the federal government. The United States is now on track to achieve a 31-44% reduction in GHG emissions by 
2030, compared to the 24-35% expected emissions reductions pre-IRA. 
 
The main lever of the IRA is the 10-year visibility on investment and production tax credits, which are expected to double the 
amount of annual clean energy infrastructure investment by 2030 from $200 billion to $400 billion and incentivize the 
onshoring of clean infrastructure component production1. The tax credits will not only continue to drive investment in clean 
energy solutions that are currently provided tax credits (like wind, solar, and electric vehicles), but also expand upon them and 
add tax credits to newer and growing segments of the renewable technology sector, including energy storage, manufacturing, 
green hydrogen, biofuels, and nuclear power. Investment growth is further supported by allowing the transfer of tax credits to 
third parties as well as the direct pay provision (meaning tax credits are cash refunds, not future tax credits), adding liquidity 
to companies’ balance sheets. This, in turn, further incentivizes production onshoring, which is also subsidized through a 10% 
tax credit bonus if the domestic content requirement is met. The tax credit IRA will be available for at least the next 10 years 
giving companies, project developers, equipment manufacturers, consumers, and financial investors a high degree of certainty 
when making long-term and large-scale capital expenditure or investment decisions. 
 
This will alleviate the boom-and-bust cycles that have historically hindered investment into the energy transition and catalyze 
investment opportunities across the private markets. 

 

1 Princeton University Zero Lab. 
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Exhibit 1 – Annual Investments in Clean Energy 
Infrastructure to Accelerate under the IRA (Annual 
Capital Investments, $B) 

Exhibit 2 – Inflation Reduction Act, Current vs. New Incentives 

  

 Current Incentives Net Incentives (IRA) 
Solar ~2-year ITC 10-year ITC/PTC 
Wind Expired 10-year PTC 
Energy Storage - 10-year ITC 
Nuclear - 9-year PTC 
Hydrogen - 10-year $3/kg 
Offshore Wind ~3-year ITC 10-year ITC + Bonus 

ITC 
EV Tax $7,500 (new only)  

200k vehicle cap 
for automakers 

$7,500 (new) / 
$4,000 (used) tax 
credit + vehicle cap 
removed 

Manufacturing Tax 
Credits 

- 10-year ITC / PTC 

Tax Credit Transferability Tax Equity Any Entity 

Source: Princeton University REPEAT project, August 2022. H2 = 
hydrogen, CCUS = carbon capture, usage, and sequestration. 

Source: Electron. 

Corporates, Employees & Consumers 
Consumers, corporations, and employees are also valuing sustainability and impact. According to an IBM survey2, 50% of 
consumers say they’re willing to pay an average premium of 74% for sustainable brands. These numbers were even higher for 
products with additional health and wellness benefits. This willingness to pay a sustainability premium is one of the driving 
forces behind the energy transition.  Wilshire also notes that the recent passing of the IRA will only further incentivize 
consumers regarding sustainability, as the tax credits that stem from the IRA will reduce costs for the everyday consumer for 
things like home solar panels and new electric vehicles. Furthermore, a recent McKinsey & Co. study3 noted that 58% of 
employees consider a company’s social and environmental commitments when deciding where to work. Additionally, 
corporations are certainly paying attention to these consumer and employee demands, and numerous companies have 
announced sustainability-related goals and investments. One analysis4 estimates that corporations are investing approximately 
$450 billion annually to meet their sustainability goals.   

Investor Views 
Investor views, concerning impact investing, have become more positive and we’ve seen substantial growth in global impact 
AUM in the last few years. In the past, one obstacle for impact managers has been the belief that there is a tradeoff between 
financial returns and impact. However, a recent Preqin study (shown below) suggests that most investors (approximately 78%) 
believe ESG-focused funds tend to perform the same, if not better than non-ESG-focused funds. This evolving viewpoint has 
helped contribute to global impact AUM (including both private market funds, alternative yield strategies, and select green 
bond offerings with concrete impact intention) growing at a 32% CAGR between 2018 and 2021, reaching $1.15 trillion in 
December of 2021. Within the same time frame, the number of impact investing organizations grew by 2.5x to just under 
3,500.  Zooming in on certain parts of the private markets reveals more evidence that investors are focused on ESG and impact. 
For example, within energy, capital raised by funds focusing on renewables overtook those looking to deploy to conventional 
sources in 2017, with 2021 seeing 75% of capital raised by energy-focused funds lined up for forms of greener generation. 
Considerable momentum can also be seen in food and agriculture, particularly within the venture capital market. According to 
Preqin, global venture investment activity within the food space has dramatically increased in the last several years and topped 
over $20 billion in deal value YTD as of April 2022. 

 

2 IBM, Research Insights, June 2020. 
3 Trending Shaping the Next Normal, October 2020. 
4 Goldman Sachs, World Wildlife Fund, Ceres, Calvert, CDP: Power Forward 3.0, April 2017. 
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Exhibit 3 – Preqin Survey: Investor Views on Performance of 
ESG-focused Funds vs. Non-ESG-focused Funds 

Exhibit 4 – Global Impact AUM & Impact Investing 
Organizations 

  
Source: Preqin, Investor Outlook: Alternative Assets H1 2022. Source: Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN) Impact Market Sizing. 

Investable Universe 
Given the aforementioned tailwinds, it’s not too surprising that the investable universe of impact funds continues to grow 
within the private markets.  According to Preqin’s industry database, as of May 2022, 495 funds were actively marketed as 
impact funds, around a third of which were still fundraising. Globally, 232 impact funds were closed to fundraising, of which 
almost half were venture capital funds. Meanwhile, private equity impact funds have raised the most capital at almost $20 
billion (42% of the total). As seen in Exhibit 5 below, North America has raised the most impact funds in terms of both capital 
and count, followed by Europe and Asia. Wilshire notes that the specific private markets strategies that fall under the impact 
umbrella are quite broad and range from venture capital, growth equity, buyout, credit, and various types of real assets 
strategies.  To further emphasize the variety of strategies within the impact category, Wilshire has provided a snapshot of some 
opportunities we’ve performed diligence on over the last few years (Exhibit 6). This variety in strategies allows investors to 
hone in on specific impact areas that they believe are most important. 
 
Exhibit 5 – No. of Closed Impact Funds by Region 

 
Source: Preqin “ESG in Alternatives 2022” as of June 23, 2022. 
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Exhibit 6 – Select Wilshire Impact Underwritings 
Strategy Fund Size Regional Focus Fund Description 

Growth Equity $2.0B Global Diversified global portfolio of environmental and climate solutions 
investments by providing growth capital. 

Buyout $1.25B Europe Article 9 under EU SFDR, investing in mid-market companies across 
Western Europe that benefit from environmental megatrends. 

Opportunistic Real Assets $1.0B North America Controlled environment food facilities (greenhouses) in North 
America. 

Growth Equity / Buyout $570M North America 
Growth-oriented private equity investments in healthcare companies 
that are serving underprivileged communities in the U.S. to improve 
access, affordability, and quality of healthcare. 

Infrastructure $2.0B North America 
Focused on the decarbonization of the power sector in the U.S., 
which entails opportunities in solar, wind, and energy storage 
including both utility-scale and distributed. 

Agriculture $1.5B North America 
Focused on acquiring undervalued, high-quality farmland, improving 
these assets, and leasing the assets to professional farmer-partners. 

Conclusion 
The ESG, impact, and sustainability trends within the broader market are undeniable at this point. Our view is that the demand 
for impact and sustainability is starting to come from all angles – consumers, employees, corporations, governments, and 
investors. This alignment across various parties can be quite powerful from an investment standpoint and we expect 
substantial value to be created within this segment of the private markets in the future. Existing firms will continue to invest 
behind these ESG and impact trends, and we expect to see new firms focused on impact strategies be established. 
Importantly, over the next few years, we believe many of these impact strategies become more proven from a track record 
standpoint, which will cause more investors to consider impact funds within their private markets portfolios.  
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Important Information 
Wilshire is a global financial services firm providing diverse services to various types of investors and intermediaries. Wilshire’s products, 
services, investment approach and advice may differ between clients and all of Wilshire’s products and services may not be available to all 
clients. For more information regarding Wilshire’s services, please see Wilshire’s ADV Part 2 available at www.wilshire.com/ADV. 

Information and opinions are as of the date indicated, and are subject to change without notice.  This document contains confidential and 
proprietary information of Wilshire, and is intended for the exclusive use of the person to whom it is provided by Wilshire.  This document 
and any opinions on investment products it contains, may not be disclosed, reproduced, or redistributed, in whole or in part, to any other 
person or entity without Wilshire’s prior written permission. This report includes estimates, projections and other "forward-looking 
statements." Forward-looking statements represent Wilshire's current beliefs and opinions in respect of potential future events. These 
statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking statements 
necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events, performance and financial results to differ 
materially from any projections. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are made and are subject to change 
without notice. 

Opinions on investment managers or products contained herein are not intended to convey any guarantees as to the future investment 
performance of these managers or products.  Past performance is not indicative of future performance.  The value of your investments can 
go down as well as up, and you may not get back the amount you have invested.   

Wilshire believes that the information obtained from third party sources contained herein is reliable, but has not undertaken to verify such 
information. Wilshire gives no representations or warranties as to the accuracy of such information, and accepts no responsibility or liability 
(including for indirect, consequential or incidental damages) for any error, omission or inaccuracy in such information and for results obtained 
from its use.  Information and opinions are as of the date indicated and are subject to change without notice.  This report is not intended to 
constitute investment advice, and is not intended to be a solicitation to purchase or sell any security or fund or to invest in a particular asset 
class.  

Wilshire recognizes that conflicts of interest will arise in the provision of its services. Wilshire has implemented policies and procedures that 
seek to mitigate conflicts of interest through appropriate oversight, transparency and controls. It is Wilshire’s policy to make evaluations, 
recommendations and decisions based solely upon the best interests of clients and without regard to any benefit (economic or otherwise) 
that Wilshire receives or might receive. Additional information regarding conflicts of interest is available in Wilshire’s ADV Part 2. 

Wilshire Advisors LLC is an investment adviser registered with the SEC in the U.S.  Affiliate companies include Wilshire Associates Europe BV, 
registered with the AFM in Europe, Wilshire Australia Pty Limited, registered with the ASIC in Australia, and Wilshire Hong Kong Limited.   

Wilshire® is a registered service mark of Wilshire Advisors LLC.  All other trade names, trademarks, and/or service marks are the property of 
their respective holders. Copyright © 2022 Wilshire Advisors LLC.  All rights reserved. 
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More information 
For more information, please contact us directly: 

T +1 310 451 3051 

Wilshire 

1299 Ocean Avenue, Suite 700, Santa Monica, CA 90401 

wilshire.com 
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